Phase acquisition in antenna measurement, especially at millimeter-and submillimeterwave frequencies, is an expensive and challenging task. The need of a steady phase reference demands not only a very stable source but unvarying temperature conditions and strong positioning accuracy requirements. Indirect off-axis holography is an interferometric technique that allows for characterization of an unknown field by means of a simple filtering process of the hologram or intensity interference pattern in the spectral domain, provided that the reference field, employed to interfere with the unknown field, is known in amplitude and phase. This technique can be used to avoid the effect of the errors related to the phase acquisition and to further develop new efficient and robust techniques capable of phase retrieval from amplitude-only acquisitions allowing for cost and complexity reduction of the measurement setup. A short review of the state-of-theart in antenna metrology is presented in this chapter, as well as a description of conventional indirect off-axis techniques applied to this field. Last sections are devoted to the description of novel measurement techniques developed by the authors in order to overcome the main limitations of the conventional methods.
Introduction
Antenna measurement techniques are devoted to obtaining the main radiation parameters (radiation pattern, antenna gain, polarization, etc.) in the antenna far-field (FF) region 1 from the acquisition of the fields radiated by the antenna under test (AUT). Novel methods for antenna measurement [1] and postprocessing techniques [2] are constantly emerging to cope with the requirements needed to provide efficient and accurate characterization of new types of antennas, mainly at high frequency bands. Additionally, antenna diagnostics enables nondestructive inspection of the antennas for detection of design or fabrication failures by means of the analysis of their extremely near fields or their equivalent currents [3] [4] [5] [6] .
First, antenna measurements were performed in outdoor ranges at FF distances. Those tests were highly affected by weather conditions, interference, and multipath from multiple reflections mainly caused by the floor. Anechoic chamber testing was sooner adopted as the standard method for antenna metrology. Anechoic chambers have an electromagnetic absorber lining to reduce electromagnetic reflections and to control the measurement environment [7] .
Advances in fabrication technologies have contributed to the development of new components and antennas at millimeter (mm-) and submillimeter (submm-) wave frequency bands. 2 At these frequencies, measurement of directive antennas would require extremely large anechoic chambers to fulfill the FF condition. Hence, other types of measurement ranges such as nearfield (NF) measurement ranges have been developed to avoid the previous shortcoming [1] .
In NF measurement systems, the field is acquired over a surface in the vicinity of the AUT. Planar, cylindrical, or spherical surfaces are the most common acquisition surfaces, with recent extensions to arbitrary geometry [9] or noncanonical domains [10, 11] . The acquired NF can be employed to obtain the FF radiation pattern of the antenna by means of mathematical NF-FF transformations based either in wave expansions [1, 12, 13] or integral equation methods such as the sources reconstruction method (SRM) [3, 9] . Diagnostics applications can also be developed from NF data using backpropagation techniques toward the AUT aperture [1, 13] or the SRM [3, 9] . After several decades of research and development, NF ranges have become the preferred approach for antenna testing.
Special attention must be given to the probe pattern and positioning accuracy [1] as well as to the effects that error sources in NF acquisitions, such as truncation of the measurement plane, cable flexing, stray signals, leakage, etc., can introduce in the FF pattern of the AUT [1, 2, 13, 14] . 1 The far-field distance is defined by R ¼ 2D 2 =λ (R >> λ), being D the maximum dimension of the antenna and λ the wavelength [1] . 2 The mm-wave band is defined according to the IEEE Standard 521-2002 from 110 to 300 GHz. This standard is a review of the standard published in 1984 that also considered the lower bands defined from 30 to 110 GHz (Ka, V, and W bands) as part of the mm-wave band. This older definition is still commonly accepted. Frequency bands above 300 GHz are not included in the standard; the submm-wave or Terahertz band corresponds, depending on the author, to the fraction of the spectrum from 300 GHz to either 3 or 10 THz in the lower limit of the far-infrared spectrum [8] .
NF techniques for both NF-FF transformation and antenna diagnostics generally require the knowledge of amplitude and phase of the radiated electric field by the AUT [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Nevertheless, phase acquisition, particularly at mm-and submm-wave bands, is a challenging task that requires sophisticated and expensive equipment due to the high thermal stability requirements and the effect of the errors, mostly resulting from thermal drift and cable flexing [1, [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Nowadays research is focused on the development of new measurement systems [17, 18] and techniques that allow reducing the acquisition time and costs and preventing or correcting the effect of errors in NF measurements [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] 19 ]. Among these techniques, amplitude-only measurements, commonly referred to as phaseless or scalar measurements (in contrast to vector, also referred to as complex measurements involving amplitude and phase), are frequently employed due to their multiple advantages such as the use of simpler and less expensive receivers and robustness to errors related to phase acquisition. Amplitude-only techniques can be indistinctly applied to antenna measurements and diagnostics and are divided into two main groups depending on the implementation approach: iterative and noniterative techniques.
On the one hand, most of the iterative techniques [3, 19, 10] are based on the acquisition of the field intensity in two or more surfaces. Then, an iterative process is employed to propagate the field from one surface to another after guessing an initial phase, until certain condition is satisfied for all the surfaces. This kind of technique is popular because they involve minor changes in the measurement setup, nevertheless they can suffer from stagnation and their convergence is strongly related to the first guess solution. On the other hand, and belonging to noniterative techniques, most of the interferometric approaches [5, [20] [21] [22] [23] rely on the use of a reference field, previously known in amplitude and phase, used to interfere the field of the AUT and allowing an easy and iteration-free phase retrieval by means of a filtering process in the spectral domain.
Indirect off-axis holography, also known as Leith-Upatnieks holography [24] , is an interferometric technique adapted from optical holography to amplitude-only antenna metrology in the early 1970s [25, 26] . During the last years, great efforts have been made to improve aspects such as sampling [22] and overlapping reduction [27] or reference signal calibration [28, 29] . The rest of the chapter is divided as follows: Section 2 contains an introduction to conventional off-axis holography techniques applied to antenna metrology. Novel techniques that allow for the use of synthesized reference waves with mechanical phase shifts [5, 30] will be introduced in Section 3. A new efficient method for amplitude-only characterization of broadband antennas [23] compatible with nonredundant sampling techniques [31] will be described in Section 4. Finally, main conclusions regarding the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed methods will be drawn in Section 5. Numerical validation of the proposed techniques in Sections 3 and 4, performed in Planar NF (PNF) measurement ranges [32, 33] , will be given for each method and, thus, although easily translatable to other geometries, formulation will be particularized for planar acquisition systems.
Conventional indirect off-axis holography review
The word holography comes from the Greek words hólos (whole) and grápho (written or represented) and was first coined by Gabor in 1948 to define a new technique in the optics field for retrieving the amplitude and phase of an unknown field after recording the intensity of a coherent wave disturbance [34] with a reference field, whose amplitude and phase could be properly characterized. The technique was later adapted by Leith and Upatnieks to use an off-axis reference [24] .
The term holography has been subsequently employed in the context of antenna metrology and electromagnetic imaging to refer to another technique in which the phase information is directly acquired with the amplitude and a cable reference is employed (direct holography) [35, 36] . Thus, to avoid confusion, the methods described in this chapter will be referred to as indirect off-axis holography, since the phase is indirectly measured.
Indirect off-axis holography
Indirect off-axis techniques are based on two-step procedures: (1) recording the intensity of the interference pattern formed by the AUT and the reference field and (2) performing the phase retrieval of the unknown field (AUT's field) by means of a filtering process of the recorded pattern or hologram in the spectral domain. Conventional setup is usually implemented as shown in Figure 1 employing a radiated reference field [21, 25] that is obtained from a sample of the source by means of a directional coupler. A variable attenuator (or amplifier) is usually included in the AUT or reference branches in order to balance the power between both branches and to increase the dynamic range of the hologram.
Another option is to create a plane reference wave by means of a shaped plane mirror which is employed as the collimator in compact antenna ranges [37] . Nevertheless, correctly shaping the mirror for high frequency indirect holography requires accurate and expensive machining.
The hologram is recorded at each point of the acquisition plane as the squared sum of the fields of the AUT E aut and the reference antenna E ref as: 
Hð r
The expression of the hologram can be further developed into
where the asterisk is used to denote complex conjugate.
If the expression in Eq. (2) is Fourier-transformed to the spatial frequency domain or k-space, the spectrum of the hologram can be expressed as
being e aut and e ref the Fourier transform (FT) of E aut and E ref , respectively, and ⊗ is the convolution operator.
As it is depicted in Figure 2 , the spectrum of the hologram is composed of four different terms: the two zero-frequency harmonics in the center, known as autocorrelation terms, and the cross-correlation or image terms, which contain shifted and distorted (in case of using a nonplanar wave reference field) information about the complex field of the AUT.
Providing no overlap between the autocorrelation terms and the image term corresponding to
Þ exists, the latter can be bandpass-filtered as
where Πð k to filter the desired image term.
From the filtered term, the unknown field of the AUT can be easily retrieved back in the spatial domain by removing the effect of the complex conjugate of the reference field as 
It is relevant to remark that E Ã ref ð r ! Þ is a term whose amplitude usually suffers small changes along the spatial domain and, consequently, Eq. (5) can be evaluated without the risk of divisions by zero.
Quality of the phase retrieval will mostly depend on the degree of overlapping between the autocorrelation and cross-correlation terms, which for radiated reference fields is related to the off-axis position of the reference antenna, as it will be addressed next.
At this point it is worth noting two facts: first, the retrieved field corresponds to one of the tangential components of the electric field. In order to obtain the FF pattern of the AUT, both tangential fields are needed [1] and, thus, the process has to be repeated after turning the AUT 90 ∘ to acquire the other component [23] . Second, for the sake of simplicity, the offset of the reference antenna has only been introduced in the x-axis (as shown in Figure 1 ) without loss of generality.
Overlapping control: off-axis reference and sampling requirements
Central position of the image terms is defined by the off-axis angle of the reference antenna as
being k 0 the propagation vector in vacuum, defined as k 0 ¼ 2π=λ, with λ the wavelength of the fields, and θ r the off-axis angle formed by the reference antenna and the normal to the acquisition plane (see Figure 1 ).
According to Ref. [1] , the maximum spatial bandwidth 3 of a radiated field in a planar acquisition is W k ¼ k 0 . On the other hand, since the autocorrelation terms are the FT of a squared field, their bandwidth doubles the bandwidth of the original field [21, 28, 38] and, thus, the no overlapping condition is given by
Nevertheless, due to the limitations imposed by the topology of the setup, the maximum offaxis angle is limited to 90 ∘ , yielding a maximum value of k r;xmax ¼ k 0 . Therefore, although overlapping can be reduced by employing certain techniques (e.g., filtering after backpropagation of the planar wave spectrum (PWS) of the hologram toward the aperture or employing the so-called modified hologram, described later), it cannot be completely avoided in these setups with radiated reference waves.
On the other hand, sampling in the spatial domain is related to the extension of the k-space and has to be carefully selected in order to avoid aliasing. According to the Nyquist theorem, the extension of the k-space is related to the sampling step Δx by Ref. [12] :
As previously mentioned, the image terms are centered in k 0 (k r;x ¼ k r;xmax ) and have a bandwidth of W k ¼ k 0 , yielding a total extension of k s ¼ 2k 0 . Therefore, sampling in the spatial domain can be calculated from Eq. (8) as
In practice, the off-axis angle is lower than 90 ∘ and the sampling step can be slightly larger. Furthermore, overlapping degree varies depending on the type of reference antenna and the measured AUT. Directive antennas have narrower spectra [28] and the part of the spectrum associated to the squared signals often decays faster as it is computed for the convolution of two signals of bandwidth k 0 [5].
Modified hologram
The modified hologram technique was first employed for setups with radiated reference fields in Refs. [21, 38] and successively adapted for synthesized reference fields (see Section 2.3) in Refs. [27] [28] [29] . The technique consists in the removal of the autocorrelation terms of the hologram prior to the filtering process and can be implemented by means of two different approaches. First of them requires an extra measurement to characterize the amplitude of E aut (the amplitude of E ref is a priori known) [21, 23, 29, 30, 39] . Second approach, commonly known as opposite-phase holography [28, 40] , introduces a hybrid-T component in the setup, which provides simultaneously the complete hologram in the sum port and the autocorrelation terms in the difference port. Another approach, used in imaging applications, is to increase the reference level several times above the level of the AUT's field in order to reduce the autocorrelation terms of the hologram [41, 42] .
Thanks to the removal of the autocorrelation terms, separation between the image terms can be reduced, meaning that physical separation between the AUT and the reference antenna can also be reduced yielding the following advances:
• Overlapping is diminished and thus quality of the phase retrieval is improved.
• The extension of the k-space can also be reduced, involving larger sampling steps and less acquisition time [21, 28] .
• Since the antennas can be placed close to each other and the off-axis angle can be reduced, the size of the setup is decreased and the paths of the reference and AUT fields are similar, resulting in less sensitive setups to scanning errors and source instability [21, 43] .
Another advantage of this technique is that since the intensity of E aut is measured, the final field can be composed with the measured amplitude and the retrieved phase rather than retrieving both, amplitude and phase, from the interferometric pattern as supposed so far. Thus, the quality of the phase retrieval is improved.
Main disadvantage for the modified hologram technique is that an extra measurement for the characterization of the amplitude of the AUT is required.
Synthesized reference field off-axis holography
Main differences between optical and microwave holography are stated in Ref. [27] . One of the most important remarks is that in microwave (and mm-and submm-wave bands) the hologram can be (coherently) recorded by scanning the probe across the acquisition plane, meaning that, instead of using radiated reference waves, they can be electronically synthesized and added to the field of the AUT.
Conventional approach to implement synthesized wave setups is schematically shown in Figure 3 . A plane wave is synthesized by means of a phase shifter by cyclically modifying the phase of the sample of the field in the output of the directional coupler for each point of the acquisition plane. The synthesized wave is added to the acquired field of the AUT by means of a power combiner in the receiver's end.
In synthesized reference wave setups, position of the image terms is no longer related to the physical position of the reference antenna but to spatial sampling and the phase shifts Δφ, between each point of the acquisition plane, and can be defined as: The use of electrically synthesized waves removes the limitation imposed by the off-axis angle and makes possible to displace the image terms to the nonvisible part of the spectrum defined by k 2
Considering the nonoverlapping condition imposed in Eq. (7), the sampling step has to be selected depending on the value of the introduced phase shifts, which are typically selected as π=2, 2π=3, or 3π=4, yielding sampling steps of λ=4, λ=6, or λ=8, respectively [5, 28, 29] .
This technique has several advantages:
• Overlapping can be controlled by selecting the phase shifts and the corresponding sampling rate.
• Modified hologram approaches can also be applied, thus sampling rate can also be relaxed.
• Since the reference wave is synthesized, it is not necessary to previously characterize it in amplitude and phase and its analytical expression can be employed in Eq. (5) for the phase retrieval. Hence, completely scalar acquisitions are made. Nevertheless, the nonideal behavior of the phase shifter and the rest of the components introduce modulations in the signal and, thus, its characterization is recommended [44] .
However, synthesized reference field indirect off-axis holography also presents the following limitations:
• The sampling rate has to be increased in order to displace the image terms to the nonvisible part of the spectrum and to extend its limits. Thus, the acquisition time is increased and so it is the required system stability.
• The increased sampling step can also be a problem at mm-and submm-wave bands if too dense sampling grids are required, due to the positioning accuracy of the system.
• Two new components have to be included in the setup which can also pose a problem at high frequency bands due to the cost and complexity of those types of devices.
Main drawbacks and limitations of indirect off-axis holography
Despite the multiple advantages of conventional indirect off-axis techniques versus complex field measurements, such as robustness and cost reduction [21, 43] , and also versus other amplitude-only techniques based on iterative approaches, conventional indirect off-axis techniques exhibit several limitations, which are summarized next:
• The reference field needs to be characterized in amplitude and phase at least once, and thus, the technique cannot be implemented only by means of scalar acquisitions since an initial vector calibration is required. Nevertheless, the use of synthesized waves [28, 29, 40] solves this problem, since the phase can be obtained analytically. Other methods to avoid the phase acquisition of the reference antenna such as the use of well-known antennas whose phase behavior can be modeled have also been proposed [21, 45] .
• Setups based on synthesized waves solve the previous drawback and also allows to control overlapping of the image terms. However, implementation of this type of setups involves the use of more radiofrequency (RF) components, i.e., phase shifters and power combiners. Implementation of these types of devices is not trivial at high frequency bands and the cost of the system can be highly increased.
• In addition, as shown in Figure 3 , the reference signal has to be conveyed from the output of the directional coupler and phase shifter to the power combiner, located at the receiver's end. Nevertheless, high frequency equipment (e.g., over 110 GHz) usually requires the use of waveguide sections to convey the signal. In general, these waveguides cannot be arbitrarily bent. Other choice is to convey, by means of flexible cables, a low-frequency signal as reference and, at the end of the cable, resort to a frequency multiplier. However, this approach can suffer from phase inaccuracies due to cable flexing and temperature drift; also the use of frequency multipliers can increase the cost of the measurement system.
• The use of the modified hologram technique can alleviate the dense sampling demanded at the expenses of an extra measurement for the characterization of the amplitude of the AUT.
• Conventional indirect off-axis holography is a monochromatic technique. Thus, its use for broadband antennas characterization might be unfeasible if each frequency analysis requires an independent spatial acquisition.
Other phase retrieval approaches have been proposed in order to overcome the dense sampling requirements. In Refs. [41] and [46] , a new approach, known as phase-shifting, derived from digital inline microscopy, employs three different holograms recorded after introducing phase shifts in the reference field to perform the phase retrieval in the spatial domain; in this case, the phase can be retrieved point-by-point. The method presented in Ref. [47] for a bistatic imaging setup can also be directly employed in antenna measurement setups. In this case, the phase retrieval is performed by solving a set of equations formed by the modified hologram expression and the expression that relates ∥E aut ð r ! Þ∥ 2 to its real and imaginary parts. For both cases the phase is retrieved directly in the spatial domain and, therefore, a sampling rate of λ=2 can be used. An added advantage is that there is no restriction in the position of the reference antenna.
Indirect off-axis holography with mechanical phase shifts
In order to overcome some of the above-mentioned limitations of conventional techniques, two methods allowing either to substitute the phase shifter for mechanical displacements or to control the position of the image terms in setups with radiated reference waves are described in this section.
Synthesized reference field by means of mechanical shifts
As mentioned before, main advantages of the use of synthesized reference waves are overlapping control of the image terms and that the reference field can be analytically obtained by means of a phase shifter from a sample of the field. Nevertheless, phase shifters can increase the cost of the measurement system or simply not be available for a specific frequency band.
The proposed method aims for the substitution of the phase shifter (see Figure 3 ) with mechanical displacements of the probe to create the interference-like pattern. The reference branch will provide a constant sample of the source added to the field recorded by the probe by means of a power combiner.
The expression of the hologram in Eq. (2) can be particularized for the case of using synthe-
On the other hand, the recorded hologram, over a planar conventional acquisition grid, in the setup of Figure 3 , when no phase shifter is employed, could be expressed in the following way:
where C is the constant reference level added to the power combiner.
If small mechanical displacements d ! ¼ d r ! =jj r ! jj 2 are added between each of the points of that conventional acquisition grid, the field of the AUT can be approximated in those new points, disregarding the amplitude variation and taking into account only the phase change by
For those new points, the hologram in Eq. (12) can be rewritten as in Eq. (14), yielding an equivalent expression to Eq. (11):
Therefore, if the mechanical displacements are selected so that the term e Àjk0d in Eq. (13) introduces appropriate phase shifts, the use of phase shifters can be avoided.
The new grid will be a three-dimensional layered grid with as many layers as number of considered phase shifts N φ ¼ 2π=Δφ. N φ is fixed together with the sampling rate to control the position of the image terms of the hologram, see Eq. (10), and of course, the modified hologram technique (Section 2.2) can also be applied. Figure 4 shows two different views of the measurement grid generated for the experimental validation of the setup presented next. For those examples, the mechanical displacements are selected to introduce a phase shift of π=2 and thus, N φ ¼ 4, as it can be clearly seen in Figure 4 (a). Figure 4(b) shows the top view of the grid in which the cyclically repeated pattern can be observed. The orange dots represent the top layer with regular sampling of λ=2, whereas the blue ones are those corresponding to the modified points introduced to generate the phase shifts, yielding a final sampling step of λ=8. The solid line interconnecting the dots indicates the sweep direction. The grid creation process can equivalently be seen as a modification of N φ À 1 of every N φ points in the sweep axis of a regular grid to introduce the desired phase shifts. For the phase retrieval, there are two different options: (i) either Eq. (4) is transformed back to the spatial domain and only the points corresponding to the top layer of the grid are selected, or (ii) the field is retrieved as in Eq. (5) analytically modeling the phase of the reference field. A compensation for the e þjk0r term introduced in the modified acquisition points (see Eq. (13)) has to be considered for the latter case.
Despite the approximation in Eq. (13), it is only valid in the FF of the AUT, the maximum phase shift that can be considered is π. This phase shift is associated to a displacement of λ=2, which does not have an influence in the amplitude level; therefore, as it will be proven in the experimental validation, the method provides good results when applied to NF acquisitions.
Experimental validation in the Ku-band for antenna measurement and diagnostics
A small 15 dB standard gain horn (SGH) antenna is characterized at 15 GHz. The measurements are repeated for the case in which a metallic plate blocks part of the antenna aperture as shown in Figure 5 . In order to perform antenna diagnostics, in both cases, the retrieved field on the measurement plane is backpropagated to the aperture plane of the AUT. The setup is equivalent to those for imaging applications measured in transmission [41, 45] .
The regular acquisition grid is a XY rectangular grid of 700 mm · 700 mm with 10 mm sampling (λ=2 at 15 GHz) in the y-axis and 2:5 mm (λ=8) in the x-axis, placed at z 0 ¼ 620 mm of the aperture of the AUT. As π=2 phase shifts are being considered, three more layers of modified points, as shown in Figure 4 , are considered, being the sampling step considering all the points in the y-axis also of λ=8.
If Eq. (10) is applied for the proposed configuration, the central position of the image terms is AE2k 0 . Figure 6(a) shows the recorded NF hologram while its spectrum is shown in Figure 6 (b).
Since the sweep (and the phase shifts) is made along the y-axis direction, the image terms will appear shifted in the k y axis of the spectrum. The abrupt decay of the autocorrelation terms makes possible to correctly filter the desired image term between 0:4 k 0 and 3:6 k 0 , and correctly retrieve the field of the AUT. The retrieved amplitude and phase of the acquired NF are shown in Figure7(a) and, respectively, for the case in which the horn is not blocked. The backpropagated field in the aperture is shown in Figure 7 (c) together with the size of the aperture. The retrieved amplitude and phase for the case of the blocked aperture are shown in Figure 7(d) and. Some discrepancies with respect to the first case can be observed and when the field is backpropagated to the aperture of the AUT, Figure 7 (f), the blockage can be clearly detected.
Thus, the proposed method can be successfully applied to antenna measurement and diagnostics with equivalent results to the conventional indirect off-axis method with synthesized reference wave. Indirect Off-Axis Holography for Antenna Metrology http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/67294
Multiplexed holograms with radiated reference field
As explained in Section 2.4, setups with synthesized reference waves for antenna characterization are challenging at high frequency bands, being necessary to resort to setups with radiated reference waves [21, 30] . The main limitation of these setups is that the position of the image terms is determined by the off-axis angle of the reference antenna, see Eq. (6), and will always be below AEk 0 , that is, in the visible part of the spectrum. This separation might not be enough to avoid overlapping for certain types of antennas such as nondirective antennas, which have wider spectra [28] . Overlapping can also be observed when the level in the AUT branch is higher than the reference level, due to the differences between the level of the autocorrelation and image terms [30] .
The previously presented technique with mechanical phase shifts of the probe cannot be applied when radiated reference waves are employed because the displacements of the probe antenna will introduce the phase shifts in both the reference and the AUT fields, leading to an erroneous approach of the off-axis holography technique.
In order to control the position of the image terms and displace it to the nonvisible part of the spectrum as with synthesized reference waves, this subsection describes a new method for the case of using radiated reference waves. The method consists in multiplexing two subsampled holograms, Eq. (1), obtained from two 180 ∘ phase-shifted reference waves. The phase shift can be generated by means of a phase shifter or displacing the reference antenna a distance of λ=2. The first subsampled hologram, blue grid in Figure 8(a) , is acquired in a grid with 2Δx and Δy sampling. The samples are stored in the odd columns of the multiplexed hologram. Then, a displacement of λ=2 is introduced in the reference antenna and the second subsampled hologram, which is stored in the even columns of the multiplexed hologram (orange grid in Figure 8(b) ) is acquired over a grid identical to the first one but with an offset of Δx.
By combining the two subsampled holograms with 180 ∘ phase-shifted references, the amplitude of the final hologram remains almost unchanged with respect to a hologram acquired in the complete grid, while the phase steps of the reference field (Δφ) in the acquisition plane will be increased by a factor of π (see Ref. [30] for a step-by-step proof), leading to the following position of the image terms (see Eqs. (8) and (10)):
Two replicas of the image terms of the hologram appear at a distance of k s ¼ π Δx of the original image terms as shown in Figure 8(b) . The replicas are in the nonvisible part of the spectrum, shaded in gray, and have the same information than the original image terms, which are overlapped with the autocorrelation terms. Hence, the field can be retrieved by filtering the desired replica without the need to resort to the modified hologram technique. It has been demonstrated that if the reference field is a plane wave, the original terms are completely canceled allowing a cleaner filtering [30] .
Position of the image terms depends on the off-axis angle of the reference antenna, Eq. (6). A common option to convey the reference signal in holography setups is to use mirror reflection (see Figure 9 ). This option has multiple advances since it is possible to increase the path of the reference field and interfere with a quasi-plane wave. Furthermore, by modifying the position and orientation of the reflector it is possible not only to control the off-axis angle but also to modify the shape of the pattern of the reference field in the acquisition plane, which also influences the shape and the width of the image terms and their replicas in the k-space. Indirect Off-Axis Holography for Antenna Metrology http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/67294
Corrections
Two small corrections have to be applied to the retrieved field to compensate the effect that the high frequency replicas introduce in the retrieved field. First, the retrieved phase is contaminated with high frequency noise that can be eliminated by low-pass filtering. Second, since only a fraction of the spectral density of the image term is being considered (the replica), the retrieved amplitude of the AUT is slightly smaller than the one directly acquired. A correction factor can be obtained from the analysis of the reference field, which is known. The spectrum of the reference field is filtered using the same filter that will be used to filter the image term of the complete hologram; then, that filtered part is transformed back to the spatial domain and its amplitude level is compared to the initial amplitude of the reference field. The difference can be used as a correction factor for the retrieved amplitude of the AUT.
Experimental validation: 94 GHz lens antenna NF characterization
The measurement setup shown in Figure 9 has been implemented for the experimental validation of the method. A 64 mm circular lens fed with a horizontally polarized WR10 open-ended waveguide (OEWG) is characterized at 94 GHz. A 20 dB SGH is employed as reference antenna. A plane metallic mirror with a tilt of 22 ∘ is placed at 270 mm of the aperture of the reference antenna and used to direct the reference field toward the acquisition plane, at 200 mm of the AUT.
The NF is acquired for a 200 mm cut at y ¼ 0 with λ=2 sampling for the first position of the mirror. Then, the mirror is displaced λ=2 toward the acquisition plane by means of a micropositioner and the second subsampled hologram is acquired. Direct acquisition of the phase and acquisition with conventional off-axis holography with λ=4 sampling have also been made to compare the results to those obtained with the proposed method. Figure 10(a) shows the hologram for the proposed method and for conventional indirect off-axis holography. An off-axis angle of 22 ∘ produces two image terms centered in AE0:38k 0 and two replicas at ∓2:38k 0 , which means that, in the ½À2k 0 ; 2k 0 interval, the replicas are swapped and centered at ∓1:64k 0 , as it can be clearly seen. While the replicas for the proposed method can be filtered, there is some overlapping between the image term and the autocorrelation terms for the conventional case. This is due to the high amplitude level of the AUT, which produces a large autocorrelation term, highly above the level of the image terms of the spectrum. 
where E measured and E retrieved are vectors containing the samples of the measured (with amplitude and phase) and the retrieved field (from amplitude-only acquisitions) at the acquisition points, and ∥ Á ∥ 2 denotes the Euclidean norm. Due to the overlapping with the autocorrelation term, the mean error of the conventional method is 32:8% while the error achieved with the proposed method is only of 5:70%. Figure 11(a) shows the retrieved amplitude in the acquisition plane with both methods compared to the amplitude directly acquired, whereas in Figure 11 (b) the same data are shown for the phase. It can be clearly observed that, while with the proposed method, the retrieved amplitude and phase are in very good agreement with the data from the direct acquisition the retrieved fields with the conventional method exhibit some discrepancies, especially in the areas with larger error (see Figure 10 (b)) due to the overlapping of the spectrum. 
Broadband indirect off-axis holography
Previous techniques are monochromatic techniques that might not be suitable for characterization of broadband antennas, for whose measurement it is usual to resort to time-domain (TD) techniques [48, 49] .
The herein presented technique is an extrapolation of conventional off-axis holography that allows for efficient characterization of broadband antennas by means of amplitude-only acquisitions. Although the data acquisition and phase retrieval are different to the previous methods, as they are carried out in the TD, the physical layout of the elements is identical to the one already presented in Figure 1 . This layout is presented in Figure 12 (a) again in order to define some relevant distances that will be discussed later.
During the acquisition process, a frequency sweep is made for each point of the spatial grid and the hologram is acquired over the studied frequency band, Eq. (17); then the spectrum is computed in the TD by means of an inverse FT, Eq. (18): After filtering the desired image term in the TD by means of a time window Π, defined from t 1 to t 2 :
the phase retrieval is performed at each spatial point, simultaneously for all the acquired frequencies as 
;ωÞ : (20) The subindex t in the FT indicates that the spectrum is computed in the TD.
This allows to retrieve one of the components of the tangential field in the acquisition plane, in order to obtain the FF of the AUT, as in the previous methods, the second tangential component also needs to be retrieved for NF-FF transformation. To do that, the process has to be repeated after a turn of 90 ∘ of the AUT to change the acquired polarization.
Main advantages of this method are that position of the image terms can be controlled with the distance between the AUT and the reference antenna, the physical length of the AUT and reference branches, and the separation between the antennas and the acquisition plane, as it will be addressed next. Furthermore, as the phase is retrieved point-by-point in the spatial grid, the technique is compatible with array thinning techniques that allow to drastically reduce the number of acquisition points with the consequent time reduction [22, 31, 50] .
On the other hand, the method also presents some disadvantages. As in conventional indirect off-axis holography, the reference antenna has to be previously known in amplitude and phase, also all the components of the setup, mainly the AUT, must be broadband; otherwise their time responses will be spread and may cause overlapping in the spectrum of the recorded hologram [23] .
Main parameter constraints
As in the previous methods, quality of the retrieved fields depends on how clean the filtering process is. Since the spectrum of the hologram is computed in the TD, position of the image terms is dependent on the starting times of the signals coming from the AUT t aut and from the reference antenna t ref , and thus, it can be controlled with the distance and the length L eff of the transmission lines employed in the setup.
In order to avoid overlapping two main restrictions have to be fulfilled:
• The length of the elements in the reference branch must be selected so that the image terms of the spectrum are swapped, t aut À t ref þ Δτ < 0. Thus, the desired term can be easily filtered, as shown in Figure 12(b) .
In terms of the distances between elements in the setup, as defined in Figure 12(a) , the previous condition yields the following expression considering the worst-case scenario (points in the corners of the acquisition plane closer to the reference antenna for whose
L eff À L > cΔτ:
• The frequency sampling must be selected according to the Nyquist rule: 
Numerical validation for the characterization of a horn antenna in the Ka-band
For the numerical validation of the method, a 25 dB SGH is characterized in the Ka-band from 26:5 to 40 GHz. The physical layout is shown in Figure 13 . The acquisition plane is a square grid of 300 mm side with spatial sampling of 3:7 mm in both directions, that is, λ=2 at 40 GHz, and is located at a distance of D ¼ 260 mm of the aperture of the AUT. A 15 dB horn is employed as reference antenna placed at L ¼ 200 mm from the center of the aperture of the AUT with an off-axis angle of θ r ¼ 37:5 ∘ . A coaxial cable of L eff ≈ 48 cm is employed to connect the directional coupler to the reference antenna. Figure 14(a) shows the modified hologram for the three points highlighted in Figure 12(a) . The position of the image terms varies depending on the position of the probe in the acquisition plane. Figure 14(b) shows a detail of the retrieved phase in the central part of the frequency band for the worst-case scenario. Apart from some 180 ∘ phase shifts, the agreement between the retrieved and directly measured phase is almost complete. Finally, Figure 14 (c) depicts the error computed as in Eq. (16) . Mean value of the error in the complete frequency band is 2:24%. The large values above 37 GHz are due to the signal level of the reference antenna, which decays in that part of the band. The retrieved phase in the acquisition plane at 30 GHz is shown in Figure 15 compared to the phase directly acquired at that frequency. For this frequency, the error of the phase retrieval is 0:25%; thus, the retrieved phase is practically identical to the measured one.
After the phase is retrieved simultaneously for all the frequencies at each point of the acquisition plane, conventional NF-FF transformation and backpropagation techniques can be applied for the computation of the FF pattern and the fields in the aperture of the AUT [1] . Figure 15(a) shows the copolar pattern of the FF at 30 GHz, while the E x component of the field in the aperture is shown in Figure 15(b) . The black rectangle depicts the position of the aperture whose size is 700 mm · 500 mm.
Finally, Figure 16 shows the main cuts for φ¼ 0 ∘ and φ¼ 90 ∘ of the copolar pattern in Figure 15 (a) (blue line labeled as Retrieved NF) compared to the cuts of a direct FF acquisition in an spherical anechoic chamber (labeled as Measured FF) and the cuts obtained for a NF-FF transformation of a field acquired with amplitude and phase (labeled as Measured NF). The valid margin of the NF-FF transformation, in which the data are comparable, is AE25 ∘ [1] . High level of coincidence can be observed between the three measurements. The small differences between the data directly acquired in FF and the transformed data are attributed to the lack of application of probe correction techniques during the NF-FF transformation ( Figure 17) [1].
Conclusion
Indirect off-axis holography is a method that allows for phase retrieval of an unknown field from amplitude-only acquisitions. This technique has been widely employed for antenna measurement and diagnostics for which phase acquisition is challenging, especially at high frequency bands, where very accurate positioning and high environmental stability are required.
Several modifications such as the modified hologram technique and the use of synthesized reference waves have been discussed, in order to overcome known disadvantages of the conventional technique regarding the required sampling rates or the spectral overlapping issues. Nevertheless, even with these modifications, indirect off-axis holography exhibits some limitations, and thus, three novel methods developed in order to overcome them are proposed.
Two of the presented techniques employ mechanical shifts, the first one to avoid the use of phase shifters and reduce the cost of the measurement system, and the second to control the position of the image terms in the same way that it is controlled with synthesized reference waves but with radiated reference fields. This enables to apply synthesized reference-like techniques in high frequency bands. The last technique is an extrapolation of the conventional technique employed for efficient phase retrieval of broadband antennas in which the phase is retrieved point-by-point in the acquisition plane and simultaneously for all frequency bands, by filtering the hologram in the TD instead of the k-space. Table 1 summarizes the main advantages and disadvantages of the conventional and novel indirect off-axis techniques employed for antenna metrology.
Experimental validation has been presented for each of the proposed methods with very good agreement with the reference results obtained from acquisitions performed directly with amplitude and phase.
Method Advantages Disadvantages
Conventional [24] [25] [26] Amplitude-only measurement (applicable to all methods) 
